
Persuasive Speech Assignment 
 

Goal: The primary objective of this speech is to persuade. This is an opportunity for you and your group 
members to pilot some of the specific communication strategies/parts of your “product” that you want your 
community partner to use in their organization. In addition, I want you to be thinking about why you believe 
some communication strategies will work well for your community partner, and others wouldn’t. In other 
words, imagine that you’re competing with another communication consulting group for your community 
partner to be your client. Why should they buy into your way? What research have you done to show support 
for your choices/decisions?  
 
Written Work: Your group must turn in a preparation outline and bibliography. The preparation outline 
needs to be a FULL SENTENCE outline with SOURCES CITED INTERNALLY. These materials are due on 
the day of your presentation. Late work will NOT be accepted. The outline and bibliography help show me that 
you have thought carefully about your speech, organized your ideas, and supported them with scholarly 
research. If you fail to turn in written work on the day of your speech, you will receive an automatic zero. 
 
Research: Your speech must be based on information obtained from at least 5 sources. You must identify each 
source orally (when you deliver the speech), in the outline of the speech, and on a single-page bibliography. An 
adequate source citation in a bibliography includes the name of the publication, its author, the date it was 
published, and the volume, issue, and page numbers. Internet citations should include the name of the web page, 
the author (or group of authors or organization responsible for publishing the material), and the specific web 
address. You may compose your bibliography in MLA format, APA format, or Chicago Style. Googling these 
formats or going to the library for manuals will guide you through the process quickly. You may use personal 
interviews as a source. 
 
Organization: If your goal is to begin working on your pitch to your community partner, I want to see you 
organize your project accordingly: 
I. Issue/Problem (synthesize the core issues your community partner asked you to focus on; rearticulating 

this again after your informative speech is a good exercise: you need to be able to clearly define the 
problem in terms your community partner is comfortable with, and then demonstrate how your 
“product(s)” help resolve that issue/problem). 

II. Communication Analysis (this is the META-communication part: you need to be able to translate what 
you know/are learning about communication to your community partner in a way that relates directly to 
what their needs/concerns are. based on what you are learning about communication, what 
communication strategies meet the needs of the stated problem for the organization? In order to answer 
this question, you need to conduct an audience analysis (who is your target audience, what are their 
needs/desires/things that appeal to them and why? What communication mediums are appropriate? 
Why? Think about sustainability. Are your ideas realistic? Costly? Sustainable? How does the 
organization maintain this communication strategy? How do they help it grow over time as changes 
arise?). 

III. Potential Solution(s) (This is the portion where you go ahead and test drive your ideas to resolve your 
community partner’s concerns. I anticipate this will be more in depth/further developed than your initial 
proposal in your informative speech. You should plan to “pitch” why your product(s) are viable—how 
they address both the issue/problem, as well as what you’ve discovered about your target audience’s 
demographic/communication mediums). 
 



In a lot of ways, this speech is the start of thinking through how to compose your final presentation to 
your community partner. You should consider using this speech as an opportunity to build a portfolio to 
hand your community partner documenting your research of the problem/key issues, the analysis (target 
audience and communication strategies), and the group’s recommendation for addressing these problems 
with specific products (surveys, PSAs, flyers, apps, etc). 
 

The Limits: You will have between 4 and 6 minutes. If you speak for less than 4 minutes or more than 6 
minutes, your grade will be penalized. One point will be deducted for each 15 second interval. This is to 
encourage you to have a well-developed speech, and to practice your speech before you present. 
 
The Limits: You and your group members will have between 25 and 30 minutes to deliver your informative 
presentation. Each group member must participate in the oral presentation of the information. I encourage you 
to have a well-developed speech, and to practice your speech before you present. 
 
Special Requirements: In this speech you must continue to use visual aids. Posters, Power Point slides, or any 
other form of visual aids as described in your book. Be sure that they illustrate a key point in your speech. The 
images and text must be large enough to read at the back of the room. You may use handouts, but they do not 
count as visual aids. Your visual aid must be integrated into your speech. It is insufficient to hold it up at the 
end of your speech and say, “Oh yeah here is my visual aid.” 
 
Delivery Requirements: Okay, this time around, try to integrate the feedback given to you from your first 
presentation. We’re going to work our way up to super rock star strong presenters for our presentations to our 
community partners, so every little detail counts. This time, aim for even more fluidity, nonverbal immediacy, 
extemporaneous speaking, professionalism, etc. J  
 
Presentation Dates: 
Mon., Nov. 10: Be Theatre 
Wed., Nov. 12: TDS and CVRCC 
Mon., Nov. 17: Critter Shack and HOPE 
 
 
In Addition…. 
The 3rd Annual CONNECT! Student Showcase is scheduled for November 24 from 2:00-4:00pm in the CJ 
Davidson Conference Center.  Presentation space is available to all faculty and their students whose class has 
a community engagement component and to all student organizations and their sponsors who conduct 
community outreach or service projects.  This event celebrates the many ways our students give back to the 
community and learn valuable lessons in the process. 
 
During the CONNECT! Student Showcase, presentations take place concurrently but the format is up to the 
presenter. Individual students or groups can showcase their engagement activity through displays of finished 
products, poster presentations, PowerPoint or video presentations, handouts, interactive presentations, etc.  This 
is a come-and-go event similar to the Undergraduate Research Symposium and other campus events with 
concurrent presentations.  All presenters are encouraged to include their community partner(s) in their 
presentation. 
 



I would love for at least one representative from each group to be present at our class table. You and your group 
may just recycle material used during the persuasive speech (a handout—I can make copies; a PP, a Poster, etc) 
to share with the community at this event. I’d like to invite our community partners, as not only will they get to 
see you, they can network with other opportunities, too. This is a large event where the Mayor attends, among 
other community business owners/etc. It’s a great opportunity for everyone involved! 


